
Oil

Speculations of production cuts have reemerged on the crude oil market recently following some heavy price drops caused by increased 
output lately. Both the US, Russia and Saudi Arabia have ramped up production lately, but the market is now focused on new rumors 
that Russia and OPEC will get their stranded deal back into action in an effort to boost prices. The Brent front month contract closed 
Friday at 66,76 USD/bbl and we could see further gains Monday.

Gas

Short-term European gas prices continued to rise Friday amid weather forecasts indicating cool weather on parts of the continent 
starting this week. However, the upside on the gas market caused by the weather is limited as supply seems looks quite strong at the 
moment. Long-term contracts edged down during the day, partly because of high LNG supply to Europe from other parts of the world. 
The market looks set for losses today.

Coal

On the European coal markets, prices continued to drop sharply in Friday’s session, where the API 2 Cal-19 contract fell another 2,85 
USD/t and closed at a five-month low of 85,03 USD/t. There are several bearish factors that cause the massive decline. Stock levels at 
European coal terminals are currently very high, the supply side on the market remains strong and perhaps most importantly, China is 
cutting sharply on its import demand for coal. 

Carbon

After another week with quite big fluctuations, the European CO2 quota market saw a rather rare neutral session Friday, where the 
benchmark quota contract closed at 19,11 EUR/t, just marginally up from Thursday’s close. The market receives some bullish support 
from technical indicators, but the continuous insecurity from the Brexit negotiations offset much of the positive sentiment. Monday, 
the first signals are bearish.

Hydro
Over the weekend, the Nordic weather forecasts have turned both milder and wetter. The coming week looks very cool and dry, but 
from mid-week 48, there is a possibility that we might see a normalization of the weather picture. This outlook could very well lead to a 
bearish day on the Nordic power market during Monday.

Germany

The German power market returned to the bearish sentiment Friday, and dropped quite sharply along with the gas and coal markets. 
The country’s Cal-19 contract fell 0,60 EUR/MWh and closed at 51,85 EUR/MWh. The short end of the market was rather bullish howev-
er, as the very cool weather forecasts continued to lead to rising day-ahead prices. We expect falling prices today due to milder weather 
forecasts and bearish signals from the fuel markets.

Equities
Friday, the European equity markets opened bullishly due to diplomatic signals from the US-Chinese trade war, but some weak financial 
statements changed the sentiment during the day. In the US, the S&P 500 Index closed with a marginal increase. This week, the market 
will be focused on the development in the Brexit drama in the UK while the US will have a quiet week due to Thanksgiving holiday.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market saw mixed signals Friday, with very cool and dry weather forecasts providing bullish support. This was howev-
er largely offset by falling prices on the German power market and by a bearish fuel complex. At the end of the day, the Q1-19 contract 
had risen 0,15 EUR/MWh to 52,95 EUR/MWh, while the YR-19 contract closed at 42,20 EUR/MWh, unchanged from Thursday. We 
expect falling prices Monday, with milder and wetter weather forecasts, combined with losses in Germany, causing a bearish sentiment.
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